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DIGEST:

1. Where Department of Energy (DOE) contract
with prime manag!!nmentcontractor for
operation and management oZ DOE facili-
ties9 requires contractor tb award sub-
conitracts on basis of fair and equal
treatment of all comnetitors, the "Federsil
norm" provides an appropriate frame of
rehfrence for determining if fair and equal
treatment has been provided in specific
situations.

Ii
2. Faiii. and equal treatment of competing

offerors is ndt provided when, after cutfff
date for receipt of quotations, operating
contractor permits one offeror to submit
price based on offeror's suggested alter-
nate approach but does not provtde com-
petitor with opportunity to furnish quote
based on that approach.

3. Althoigh protest is sustained,'`request-*-
ed 'relief 'that contirat be te:minated at
midpoint and award for balance of supplies
be made to protester is inappropriate
since protester hds not siown entitlement
to award. Also, recompetitior. would not
be in the best interest. of Government at
Stage of contract where 50 per cent or
more of performance had been completed.

Cohu, Inc. (Cohu) protb6ststhe award to RCA
Corporatibn (RCA) of a contract for 319 "off the
shelf" security monitoring television cameras by
Sandia corporation (Sandid) under Sandia Request
for Quotation (RFQ) No. CRB/07-1360. Sandia is the
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operating contractor for t;ae Department of Rnergy's
(DO) Sandia Laboratories. The cameras were being
purchased for the Air Porce under agreements between
DOE's predecessor agerzcies (Ithe Atomic Energy Com-
mission and the Energy Research and Development
Administration [ERDA]) and the Air Force pursuant
to the Economy Act, 31 U.S.C. 686 (1970).

Cobu complains that, contrary, to Federal pro-
curement practices, Sandia reopened negotiations
with RCA after rceipt of best and fnal offers,
without affording Cohu the same opportunity to
negotiate further, with the rresult that RCA became
the low cfferor.

Sandia (a subsidiarj,oc western Electric)
operates Sandia Laboratories .Uiher a cost type, no
profit, no fee contract with DOE. The ciontract
provides that Sandia's procuremitt poli;c1i3 and
practices. will be as agreed by., Jandia and' DOE. The
DOE/Sandia agreement does not require SttAdia to
procure goods and services under the provisions bf
the Federal Procurement Regulitiohs (FPO), although
it does require Sandia to include specific clauses
in its contracts las are required by statute, and
Executive Order.n

The material facts in this case arc; not in dis-
pute, and are chronologically set forth below:

August 16, 1977 Sandia issuec'd Request for
Quotation No. CRB/07-1350
to Cohu and PICA.

September 2, 1977 RCA submitted an offer of
$659,188 and Cohu submitted
an offer of $743,104.

September 1977- Tlw procu'remenit was held in
January 1978 aleyanr.e pending resolution

of a protest involving this
procurement raising issues
unrelated to those now under
consideration. See Genetal
Elec' .trodynamics Corporation,
B-190320, January 31, 1978,
78-1 CPD 78.
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February 1, 1973 RCA and Cohu were requested to
reconfirm and extend their
offers (no request for price
changes were made) because
both had expired during the
pendency of the protest.

February 2-s, The Sandia Cointractlng
1978 Representative informed both

RCA and Cohu by telephone that
the cutoff date for final offers
would be noon, Albuquerque
time1 February 6, 1978.

February 3, 1978 By identical TWXs to both
RCA and. Coh6, the Contracting
Representative confirmed that
the cutoff date was noon,
Aib'uquerque %ime, February 6,
1978.

February 6, 1978 By letters, RCA lowered its
offer to $623,779, and Co)'1u
lowered its offer to $6f2..451.

February 7, 1978 The 6nmtrac'tihg representative
telephonically requested $CA
to furnish a, price for itE
proposed alternate for item
10, which had not been priced
in RCA's offer. Item 10 called
for the delivery of a theoretical
reliability analysis. RCA's
alternative offer was for an
analysis based on actual test
data.

February 8, 1978 By telephone and letter, RCA
offered a price of $7,200, on
thm basis of which RCA's total
offer was $599,479.

February 10, 1978 The contract in the amount of
$599,479 was awarded to RCA.

t
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DOE's regulatory provision, applicable to sub-
contracting by DOE's operating contractors are set
forth in 41 C.F.R. Part 9-50 (1977,), Prtinent por-
tions of these regulations provide as follows:

"9-50.302 Subcontracting policies and
procedures.

9-50.302-1 General

Procuremept activities of operating a'nd other
onsite contractors are~qoverned byD otrac
provisiosn's. Federal'Procurement regu.la-
tions generally are not directly applic-abIle. T iere are,h 'ed ±vrrrefqQirernents of
cert'ainI Federal laws .&..exutive;eordars,
a.dri:eguila'lons,. including Federal Pro-
-urement.RFeuktaions, which Pertain to
pkocurements by these; contractors. These
requirements, togAther with- implementing
ERDA procurement regulations which apply
to contractor procurement, are identi-
fied in this section." (Emphasis added.)

V * * * *

9-50.302-3 Polities

"The following policies apply to con-
tractor procurement Within these poli-
cies it is expected that procuremont
systems and methods 'Will vary.aLfcording
to the types and kindt of procurement
to be made, the needs of the particular
programs, and the experience, methods and
practices of the particular contractor.

* * * * *

"(b) Prdcuremnint should be effected in
the mangler most advantageous to the
Government--price, quality, and other
factors considered. In order to assure
this objective and the award of busi-
ness on an impartial basis, procure-
ment (from other than Government

1.
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sources) shall be effected by methods
calculated to assure such full and free
competition as is consistent with secur-
ingy the required *upplin and services.
Generally,,procurenient actions are car-
cied out through one of the following
methods:

(1) Competitive ofttebsor quottt.bons
and award. The competitive offeir ar
quotation and award method of procure-
ment,. which normally assures the
greatest degree of full anid free

* competition, generally involves the
following basic steps and objectives:

* * * * *

(iii) Handling solicitations in a
manner which provides fair and equal
treatment to all prospective con-
tractors.

(iv) Making an awardt to the prospec-
tive contractor whose offer, in re-
sponseoto. tLfe solicitation, will be
most advantageous to the Government,
pribe aind other factors considered
Howeverrxif upon evaluation it is
determined`to be in the best interests
of the Governmenit tog enter into...
negotiatibAs with'prospective con-
tractor &before avffrd, such negotia'-
titns should be conducted in accord-
ance with (2) belowwi'th respect to
accor'ding fair and equal treatment to
prospective contractors.

(2) Negotiation. Procuirement by this
method normally should be,, conducted
by competitive hegotiations thro6ugh
the s'u'icitation and evalbat'ioh of
proposals, from an adequdte number of
qualified sources to assure effective
competition, consistent with securing
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the required supplies or services. * * t
Requests for proposals should describe
the property or s'jrvices required as
completely as possibi'ei allow sufficient
time for the submission of proposals and
establish a closing date'for receipt of
proposals. Proposals shouid be handled
in a manner which provides fair and equal
treatment to all prospective offerors.
SeIection df offerors for negotiation
and award shall be consistent with FPR
1-3.805 and ERDA-P1T-3.T805."

ERDA (no4 DOE) PR 9-3.805 is not germane to this cise.
FPR 1-3.805-1 provides in pertinent part that:

"(a) Afier receipt of initial proposals,
written or oral discussions shall be con-
ducted with all responsible offerors who
submitted proposals within a competitive
range, price and other factors considered

* * * * * *

(5) * * [Wjhen the proposal most" advan-
tageous to the Government involvenra
material departure from the stated re-
quirements, consideration shall be given
to offering the other firms'which sub-
mitted proposals an opportunity to subrnt
new proposals on a techhical basib wht'ich
is comparable to that of the most advan-
tageous propc36al: Provided, that this can
be done without revealing to the other
firms any information the offeror does
not want disclosed to the public (see
5 1-3.103(b)).

(b) * * * Whenbver negotiations are
cbnhducted with several offerors, while
such negotiations may be conducted
successively, all offerors selected
to participate in such negotiations

jl
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(see 9 1-3.805-1(a) shall be offered
an equitable opportunity to submit
guaa price, technical or other revi-
uLonh in their proposals as may re-
uLit from the negotiations. All such
offerors shall be informed of the
specified date (and time if desired)
of the closing of negotiations and
that~'1 ny revisions to their proposals
shoild be submitted by that date. In
addition, all such offerors shall be
a fored, that after the Specified date

for the closing of negotiations, no in-
forpAtion (other than pre-award notice
of onacceptabole proposals or offers)
will, be furnished to any offeror until
award has been made. * * *

* * * * *

(d) When, during negotiations, a sub-
startial change occurs in the Govern-
mentl's requirements or a decision is
reacshed to relax, increase, or other-
WiFr modify the scope of the work or
statement of requirements, such change
or modificatiun shall be * * *fur-
nished to each prospective contrac-
tors

Although POE's regulatory provisions distin-
guish between the wcompetitive "procurement (a
method somewhat akin to the Federal procurement
concept of formal advertising) and methods to be
used byDOE operatiing contractors, we find that the
Sandia procedures approved by DOE do not define
ncomPetitive' or 'negotiated" procurement and do
not clearly dCstinguish the two. For example, Sandia
Procurement Tnstrbction (P.1.) 8.01 1 7.01 states:

* * * hLle award decision, whether
based on competltive orb reotiated
plicin4 h, al Iln addition to other
considerations,½pbe based on fair and
equitabZle treatment of all quoters

. t, (ErmphasiE added.)
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While, P.I. 8.01 1 7.02 states:

"In competitive situations if discus-
sions are conducted with or changes
granted to one quoter, the other re-
sponsive quoters must be afforded equal
treatment. * * **

In addition, P.1. 8.14 1 2.1 describes competitive
purchases as follows:

NA purchase is categorized 'competitive'
when the award is based on adequate
price competition, i.e., two or more
responsive quotot'ions from responsible
quoters. * * *

MA purchase will also be categorized
wcompetitive" when more than one proposal
is received and the primary basis of
selection is best proposal/approach
submitted and the price/cost arrangement
is the secondary basis of selection."
(Emphasis in the original.)

It seems apparent that the co'bmpetitive situations"
mentioned in 1 7.02 are not intended to be the same
as the competitive pricing mentioned in 1 7.01 or in
the DOE definition of Ucompetitive offers" and the
term ucompetitivel as it is used in P.I. 8.14 11 2.3,
clearly has twio meanings--one consistent with the DOE
regulatory definition of "competitive offers" and the
other meeting the DPE definition of competitive
negotiations.

The DOE/Sandia position is simply that the pro-
curement was proper because it was conducted in ac-
cordance with Sandia's approved procedures and that
the complained of action--requesting a price from RCA
for an alternative agproach proposed by RCA for a
small portion of the contract--was not prejudiced to
Cohu.

We do not agree. Both the DOE regulations and
the Sandia P.I. require that Sandia's practices
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foster the "fair and equalt treat'lent of all com-
pt-titors. That term is not defined, so that what
constitutes fair and equal treatment in a given
case obviously must be determined on the basis of
the facts and circurstarten involved. In determining
whether a particular course of action results in
fair and equal treatment, we of ccurse recognize
that the practices and procedures of the Government's
prtnt Contractors are not by themselves subject
toti statutory ad regulatory requirements qov-
er7iih7tr&ct proFtuqjments by the Federal Government,
Sl Comp. Gen. 329, '34 (3971); 49 id. 668 (1970),
and have stated that therefore the propriety of a
prime contractor award "mus< be considered in light
of relevant prime cqntract provisions" rather than
those)'statutory and regulatory'provisions. Tenn'e-

p Syistems. Inc., B-180907, April 22, 1975, 75-1
CPD 244. However, since the subcontract awards are
regarded as "for" the Government, we have also stated
that the award actions should be measured against
the "Pederal norm," that is, the general basic
principles which govern the award of contracts by
the Federal Government, see Fiber Materials, Inc.,
B-191318, June 8, 1978, 57 Comp. Gen. , 78-1
CPD 422, so that the prime contractor's procuremernts
will be consistent with the policyobjectives of
the Fede ral statu'ts and regulations. See Piasebki
Airctraft Cbrt8art'!tn, B-190178, July 6, 1978, 78-2
CPD 10; General ,Electrodjrnamics Corporatioi-F-Recon-
sideration, D-190020, August 16, 1978, 78-2 CPD
Thus, in defining for a specific situation, theTaiir
and, equ.1 treatment requirement inherent in Sandia's
approved procurement procedures, we believe the
uPederal norm" provides the appropriate frame of
reference.

In this case it is not clear whether Sandia was
conducting a "competitive" type procurement or a
"negotiation" type procurement, since elements of
both appear to be present. In either event, we are
unable to conclude that fair and equal treatment
was afforded to Cohu because it is clear that RCA
was provided an opportunity to revise its offer while
Cohu was not.

In this regard, we point out that a fundamental
precept of any competitive procurement system is that
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all competitors must be given the opjportunity to sub-
mit ofters on a common basis. Computek Inc., et al..,
54 Comp. Gen. 1080 (1975), ',5-1 CPD 384; !3 Comp. %
Gene 32 (1973); 51 id. 518 (1972); 39,id, 570 (1960);
Homemaker Health.Aide Service, B-188914, September 27,
1977, 77-2 CPD 230. Thus, when formal advertising
type procedures are utilized and one bidder offers
a product which varies from the advertised require-
ments, the bid may not be accepted even though it
would in fact meet the procuring activity's actual
needs. Instead, the activity is required to re-
advertise so that all bidders are afforded an equal
opportunity to compete on the same basis--that of
the activity's actual needs. 43 Comp. Gen. 209
(lS63), 52 idl. 815 (1973). Similarly, when negotia-
tion type procedures are used, and

"* * * there is a change in an agency's
stated needs or * * * an agency decides
that it is willing to accept a proposal
that deviates from those stated needs,
all offerors must be informed of the re-
vised needs, usually through amendment
of the soltcitation, and furnished an
opportunity, to submit a proposal on the
basis of the revised requirements. Corbetta
Construction ComnpanyvofIllii6ois, Inc.,5T 5
Camp. Gen; 201 (1975) 75-2 CPD 144; Compnutek
Incorporated, et al., pLral; Unidynamics/
St. Louis, Inc., B-181130, August 19, 1974,
74-2 CPD 107; Annandale Service Company,
et al., B-181806, December 5, 1974' 48 Comp.
Gen. 663 (1969)." Union Carbide Carporation,
55 Corap. Gen. 802, 807 (1976), 76-1 CPD
134.

In this case, Sandia sought competition on the
basis of, inter alia, a theoretical reliability
analysis. One comipetitor, RCA, offered an alternative
approval. Sandia's willingness to consider that
approach was not communicated to the other offeror,
(there is no suggestion here that "technical trans-
fusion" would have resulted, such as in Raythe'on
Company, 54 Comp. Gen. 169 (1974), 74-2 CPD 137),
and as a result of Sandia's seeking a price from RCA
for the alternate approach, RCA was given an oppor-
tunity to revise its price quotation while the other

Lr
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offeror was not. As a result, RCA and Cohu neithei
competed on ala equul basis (in connection with
the reliability analysis) nor had the same oppor-
tunity to submit final pricing.

DOE and Sandia maintiin that no prejudice
accrued to Cohu because Cohu could not have lowered
its price sufficiently on the basis of a change
in the Item 10 reliability analysis Lequtirement
to overcome tEne RCA price change. (Cohu's price
for item 10 was $2,300, so that even if Cohu reduced
its price to zero, RC.'As alternate proposal price
could "still be $20,622" lower than Cod'Us overall
price). Cohu doesn't dispute those figures. It
does, however, disagree with the DOE/Sandia posi-
tion, which Sandia states as follows:

'It is Sandia's position that 'equal
tteatment' does not require Sandia to
permit.Cohu to requcote all 10 items of
the RFQ when RCA was only given an op-
portunity to price the RCA alternate
proposal with respect to Item 10.

"It would have-been unequal treatment of
RCA to have permitted Cohu to reprice its
quote after having only permitted-RCA to
prizeaits altetrnaite proposal for Item 10.
It should be pointed uiits that RCA did not
know whether Sandia 1ould award: the con-
tract: based upon original Item 10 or the
RCA alternate proposal for Item 10, an
option that remained open to Sandia up
until the time the contract was finally
awarded. Tt should also be poitted out
that RCA did not know' whether Cohu'was
being asked to prlci% the RCA alternate
proposal. In' fact, MCA did not know
at any time whether Cohu was t$e low
quoter or the higb quoter nor 9as Cohu
ever advised prior to contract award
whether RCA was the low quoter or the
high quoter. All RCA knew wa~ that Sandia
was Interested in their.altcrnate pro-
posal for Item 10 and desired to have
the prire for that alternate proposal.
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'Inasmuch as any quote by Cohu on the
RCA alternate proposal for Item 10 could
not possibly result in Cohu being the
low quoter, it was not 'unequal trea't-
ment' for Sandia to award the contract
to RCA without requesting Cohu W.J price
the RCA alternate proposal."

Cnhu maintains that Sandia was required to request
revised pricing from it just as Sandia requested
pricing from RCA, and that Sandia could not properly
have limited Cohu to a price revision for item 10
only.

It is the general rule in Federal procurements
that offerors have the right to change their pro-
posals in any manner they see fit so long as
negotiations remain open, UniveisiEy of New Orleans,|
56 Comp. Gen. 958 (1977), 77-2 CPD 201; PRC Informa-
tion Scienbes Company, 56 Comp. Gen. 768 (1977),
77-2 CPD 11; 49 Comp. Gen. 402 (1969), and it has
been recognized that when an opportunity for flirther
discussion is provided, offerors may offer suP.=tan-
tial price reductions that are unrelated to any
changes made in the Government's stated requirements
or may otherwise completely restriucture their
pricing. See BeClAerospace Company, 55 comp. Gen.
244 (1975), 75-2 CPD 168, and cases cited therein.
This aspect of Federal negotiated procurement is
based in part on a recognition that offerors ini-
tially may structure their price proposals in
myriad ways. For example, where several line items
are involved, some offerors may propose very
realistic prices for each line item, while others
may assign a large portion of overall costs to a
particular line item and propose a very low price
on other line items. Other offerors may propose
high prices on all or most line items, thereby re-
taining the option of significantly reducing their
individual item and/or overall pricing should the
opportunity arise. Contracting officers, of course,
generally are not in a position to know precisely
how each offeror hv.s structured its pricing in such
s ituations.
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This case provides a good example of the dis-
parate pricihg approaches competitors may take. RCA's
original quotation vas' $659,188, while Cohu quoted
a significantly higher $743,104. However, when some
months later RCA and Cohu were asked to confirm
those prices, RCA lowered its price approximately
5 percent, to $623,779, while Cohu. lowered its price
approximately 16 percent to $622,451. For item
10, RCA originally proposed a price, of $31,500 while
Cohu's price for the item was $2,700. It may be that
Cohu's item 10 price was unrealistically low, that
the RCA price was reasonable, and that RCA's drastic
reduction for the item 10 alternate approach was also
realistic. On the other hand, it may also be that
Cohu's item 10 price was the realistic one, and that
RCA's price was realistically unrelated to the actual
cost for the item 10 wrok. In that case, RCA, merely
by being asked to quote a price for the alternate
approach, would have been given an opportunity to sub-
stantially revise its overall price proposal under
the guise of modifying only its item 10 price.

in light of,. the wide variety of pricing ap-
proaches which competing ,offerors may take, we do
not think contracting officials properly can limit
proposal revisions to individual aspects of the
proposals. Rather, we believe basic fairness requires
that if some change is made in the procuring
activity's requirements, offetbis generally must be
permitted to modify their proposals however they
wish since only they know how the change will impact
on their overall proposal as submitted. In this case,
RCA may well have had that opportunity as a result
of its high item 10 price. It would be manifestly
unfair to Cohu, we think, for it to be denied an
opportunity to revise its proposal merely because
it structured its individual item pricing differ-
ently.

We appreciate SanQia's statement that RCA had
merely been asked to quote. on the alternate approach
without being told that Sandia would procure on that
basis. However, in view of Sandia's expressed inter-
est in the alternative approach, RCA could have
reasonably believed that the approach wan acceptable
to Sandia and that a price reduction could only
help its competitive position.
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In short, we believe that Sandia, could not
provide the fair and equal treatment called for by its
procedures without providing both RCA and Cohu the
opportunity to revise their proposals on the basis of
the item 10 alternative approach.

Cohu originally requested that Sandiatjrminate
its contract with RCA and award the contract to it.
Subsequently, "because the interests of many parties
mudt be considered in this matter,"n Cohu recognized
that this Office "may be unable to grant the requested
relief" and suggested instead thait RCA be permitted
to deliver "approximately the first half of the
cameras and Cohu then commence delivery, without
interruption, of the balance." Coiu maIntns that
while this result would satisfy neither RCA'nor Cohu,
it would, in view of the circumstances, offeAr a
measure of fairness and equal treatment. Cohu ailso
contends that this would result in only "slight
additional cost," because the companies were. to pro-
vide off-the-shelf models, and RCA could, sell the
undelivered cameras to its commercial customers with-
out sustaining a loss. Finally, Cnhu 6sserts that
this proposal would permit both companies to compete
for follow-on procurements.

Sandia, however, asserting that its "experi-
ence" indicates that such a termination would result
in RCA being paid substantially the full contract
price and claiming that 80% of the contract price
would be a "conservative estimate" for termination
at the midpoint of performance, avers that such a
termination would result in more than "slight addi-
tional cost." Sand.a also states that the intro-
duction of a second camera into the system would
cost "at least $100,000," and consequently says that
it i!s "presently evaluating whether follow-on pur-
chases should be on a sole source or a competitive
basis." RCA contends that the termination costs
would be $70,000 higher than estimated by Sandia
if its contract were terminated midway.

In our view, none of the information offered
by the parties is of any particular value in our
consideration of the relief, if any, to be accorded
Cohu. Clearly Cohu has no basis to conclude that
termination coats would be minimal, save for its
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assumption that RENA could sell all of the undelivered
cameras in the commercial market-place. On the other
hand, neither Sandia nor RCA has documented its
estimates nor considered the commercial value of
the undelivered cameras in those estimates. However,
cost to the Government is but one aspect of our
consideration of whether it is in the best interest
of the Government to take cotrective ationszwhich
might entail termination of an improperly awarded
contract. Other considerations would include the
seriousness of the procurement deficiency, the degree
of prejudice to Cohu, the good faith of the parties
or the extent of performance. Honeywell Information
Sysetems. Inc., 56 Comp. Gen. 505 (1977), 77-1 CPD
256.

1h. At this point, of course, Cohu, has not shown
that it was entitled to the award--only that it was
improperly denied 'the right to compete for the con-
tr&c't under the modified specifications, hence a
partial termination of RCA's contract would not be
proper. It may well be that the requiremnwt to furnish
actual test data rather than the theoretical data
upon which Cohuis quotation was based would be more
costly to Cohu. Thus Cohu may have raised rather
than reduced its price if it were unaware of RCA's
quotation. Whether Cohu would ultimately have been
the low offeror had it been originally accorded the
opportunity to revise Its quotation is mere specu-
lation. Recompetition would be the more appropriate
remedy, but we do not believe that it would be
in the best interest of the Government to recompete
the contract or any portion theveof at this time.
There is, for example, no evidence to suggest, ntor
do we have any teason to believe, that the Sandia
contracting representative acted in bad faith. Also,
50 percent or more of the contract has been performed,
and costs in excess of that are likely to have already
been incurred. In addition, the award was delayed
several months because.of the earlier protest, and
any recompetition would necessarily entail even
further delay. We thus do not believe there is any
practical way we can afford any meaningful relief
in this case.
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We are bringing this matter to the attention of
the Secretary of Energy.

41d,
Deputy Comptroller General

of the United States




